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the other major addition to the demo is the inclusion of the pirate ship, a brand-new blocky mod for
super mario 64 from x-90. in truth, the port of the original super mario bros. was already rather a
mess back in the day, so the cartoony visuals and simplistic physics aren't all that far off from
mario's nintendo 64 counterpart. it's not just stealing mario's moves, then. the added physics should
make the blocks and items behave in brand-new ways, while the inclusion of new mechanics means
the level is constantly teetering on the edge of instability. the pirate ship also fits in nicely with the
blue pipes and blue-tinted pipes of the two-dimensions on the map: it's an early mess of what's to
come in super mario 64. the super mario 64 level tutorial also touches on some of the additions, and
allows you to play around with the new mechanics and physics in a sandbox environment. you can
make your own levels for now, but keep an eye on the official gmod wiki for more info on how to get
started. more information on the game can be found on the nintendo eshop listing ( nintendo.com ).
you can get access to the gmod pirate ship for free on the 14th november, and the full game will be
available for purchase when the 16th of november rolls round. the reconstruction mod is a mix of
projects that aims to recreate the original stages of super mario 64 while updating them to the level
of super mario 64. these levels are no longer classic and in good shape, but rather, functioning levels
filled with glitches, broken functionality, false obstacles, and other obstacles in the level. the project
is still currently just in its beta phase, so feel free to ask any questions.
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super mario bros. funk mix dx logo title screen old gb thumbnail release december 31st 2021
(1.0)march 17th 2022 (dx) director flarewiretraveler_snak creator flarewire (mod)traveler_snak

(mod)nintendo (super mario series)sega (sonic the hedgehog series)stabyourself.net
(mari0)psycosis91 (bullet bill) charter flarewiretraveler_snakpixloen composer krystalphantasmb.o.

eszettnimbus cumulusaquadoesstuffmadnylefluffyhairs artist
traveler_snakkrystalphantasmpixloensakkthsmuglutenamari0_bot/just

jamesgp12810igjhsilentzero94cyanhyprpsychicninkeymatteenstra programmer flarewirecodist misc
flarewire (chromatics)krystalphantasmyoshubs (forever engine)echolocated (sonic/tails

chromatics)fabs (cutscene help)timmy (for the wonderful stage used in first level :)) engine forever
engine the mission to retrieve bob-omb battlefield, find king koopa's hat, and defeat bowser is all

you really need to know to get into super mario 64 character mods. after making your way through
the first level, a second world follows, where mario must reach each of the three lairs. the lairs, and
their respective hazards, are present in the original game as well, so finding them shouldn't be too

much of a hassle. 5ec8ef588b
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